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 The torch flickered briefly as he brushed the cobwebs aside with his 

sword. Covering his mouth with his forearm he carefully descended the stairs. 

The search for this place had cost him many years and a great deal of gold. But 

this time he knew his goal was close at hand, at last his search would be over 

and then the real work could start. 

He smiled ruefully. Never would he have thought that his goal might be 

in the very city where he started. He’d crossed the world to find this tomb, and 

it was with some chagrin that he would find it in the city of his birth. In the very 

cemetery that held his parents and his family. The cemetery that served the city 

since before it could even have been called such. 

Now that he entered the ancient tomb he cursed himself for not seeing it 

sooner. This was a place of ancient significance. A place where gods once 

walked. A place where they might one day walk again.  

He continued his descent slowly. The stones from which this stairway 

was carved were loose. The slightest misstep could be fatal, and the darkness 

beyond the small circle of light offered by the torch was total. 

The room at the bottom of the stairs felt large, the light from the flaming 

brand didn’t even reach the other walls. Cobwebs and dust covered everything. 

The flames forcing the former to shrink back to allow him passage through the 

latter. Ahead lay the object of his search. A podium of black marble topped with 

glass. 
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When he reached the stone podium he used the torch to burn away the 

cobwebs while his other hand brushed the dust from the glass top. It took a long 

while to wipe the glass clear enough to see the ancient document that rested in a 

hollow below it. His torch didn’t provide sufficient light to read the writing but 

he had no need to read it. He already knew what it said. 

He placed the torch on the ground beside the podium and removed a 

small glass cutter from his belt pouch. His hands shook as he carefully began to 

cut the glass to free the document. He retrieved a strip of gummed leather from 

his belt and placed its sticky surface on the glass as he made the final cut. The 

glass came free and he removed unevenly cut sheet to grant him access to the 

recess in which the document rested. 

He took several deep breaths to try and achieve calm, to attempt to slow 

his rapidly beating heart. For a long time he stood still, frozen in silence, and 

waited. He rested a hand on the hilt of his sword ready to draw it the instant 

anything happened. The tomb like silence of the chamber remained undisturbed 

and eventually he allowed himself to relax.  

He bent to collect the torch from the ground, then held it above him to 

better see the document. His eyes scanned the arcane words, and the edges of 

the ancient parchment began to glow, an icy blue colour that chilled him to the 

bone. He drew his sword and stepped back in surprise. The glow grew brighter 

until its light filled the room. The shadows that crept about the edges of his 
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feeble torch were pushed aside. For the first time in centuries, mortal eyes could 

see the entire chamber.  

Bas-relief carvings adorned the walls and archways of the large chamber. 

The high vaulted ceiling was supported by a dozen ornate columns. Paint, old, 

faded, chipped in parts, was visible on the smooth ceiling but the details were 

obscured by dust and cobwebs. 

The torch flickered. He could feel the first stirrings of a cold wind. The 

wind grew stronger, blowing the dust into his eyes, forcing him to turn away 

from the podium to avoid being blinded by it. His torch guttered and went out. 

He dropped the now useless item, and got a firmer grip on his sword. Then, as 

suddenly as it started the wind stopped. He caught a quick glimpse of the clean, 

dust free, chamber for a heartbeat before the light from the parchment winked 

out. 

Confused and effectively blind, he bent down, and fumbled about the 

floor to try to find his torch. His hand wrapped itself around the length of wood 

when he heard the sound of breathing behind him.  

There was someone else in the room. 

He whirled around quickly. Ready to face whatever threat might be there. 

He lashed out blindly, moving both sword and torch in a haphazard pattern 

before him. It wasn’t until he’d made several clumsy slashes that he realised he 

could see once more. 
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Before him stood a man in black and orange armour, with a curved blade 

in a scabbard at its side. As he stared, dumbfounded, the figure shifted to that of 

a woman in red armour. Then in a heartbeat it shifted again, this time a different 

man, wearing armour of a deep purple colour. He looked on, unable to move, as 

the figure cycled through a blur of faces and colours. Each of the forms was 

different, separate, unique. Only the curved sword remained the same.  

The original figure returned, its eyes gleaming with a dread power. “The 

time is at hand for our return to this world.” It spoke with the voice of many. 

“You have come, as was foretold. You have taken the first step in ending our 

exile. Kneel mortal, and receive our blessing.” 

Instantly he fell to his knees and bowed his head. The symbol of the 

dread god, Zeroth hung freely from his neck. The sword, he offered hilt first to 

the black and orange armoured figure. He said nothing. It was not his place to 

speak when in the presence of such as these. 

“Our brother seems to have chosen wisely. You are strong but we will 

make you stronger yet.” The figure stepped forward and touched the kneeling 

man. With an armoured hand resting on his head he spoke several arcane words. 

Energy crackled in the air around them. The man screamed in pain as 

bolts of blue flame pierced his flesh. Again and again he was struck. Each strike 

brought an agony unlike anything he had felt before. When it was over the air 

smelled as it did after a summer storm. 

“Arise, Sathanas Drakaur,” the figure said, “and face your lords.” 
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The man, if indeed he could still be called such, rose. He held his head 

high and met the gaze of the one who was the many. The armoured figure 

smiled as it saw the challenge in the man’s eyes. 

“Yes,” the figure said as it began to fade, “you will serve us well.” 

Once again, the air stirred. Its icy tendrils whipping his hair as it built 

rapidly into a gale. Sathanas stood this time and faced the wind. He threw his 

head back and revelled in his new found strength and power.  

This wind was his messenger, his warning to the world. From out of the 

ancient tomb it blew. It seemed to pause, as if to choose its direction, the cold 

wind blew north, across the bay and into the city. Beneath its chill, below the 

level of conscious perception, was this warning, “They are coming. Fear them.” 

 

# # # 

 

The wind blew from the cemetery, over the bay where a ship raced from 

its home port. The first night at sea, on what would be a long journey. The 

captain – an experienced sailor with a wicked scar running from his forehead to 

his mouth, an injury that also rendered him blind in one eye – paused when he 

was touched by the unusually cold wind. He was about to order his crew to 

shorten sail but the words died unspoken on his lips. He looked over to his first-

mate, a pockmarked man who had sailed with him for years, and saw an 

uncharacteristic fear in his eyes. The pair exchanged glances, neither man quite 
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sure what to make of this ill omened wind. Instead the captain called for extra 

lanterns to be lit against the suddenly oppressive gloom. He reached into his 

jacket and tossed a small handful of coins into the sea, praying that Arakni look 

elsewhere this night. 

Onward the wind blew.  

It gusted through the streets and narrow alleys of dockside. In places, a 

vortex of sand, dirt and rubbish would dance through the streets causing the 

unwary to shield their eyes and cover their mouths. 

In a small office above a general store, a young man worked over a list. 

He struggled to put aside feelings of like or dislike as he decided who was to 

serve at Lady Mirren’s ball tomorrow night. It was a task he hated, but one he 

did well. The wind made the curtains blow inward. Without thinking, the young 

man rose from his seat, a letter opener hastily snatched from his desk and held 

like a knife before him.  

It was years since he’d struggled to survive on the streets but something 

in the air spoke to that scared child who still resided within him. Poised as if to 

flee he stood, his heart pounding in his chest. It was a long while before he 

could finally garner the will to move. An odd disquiet settled in the pit of his 

stomach, and he carefully approached the window.  

He gazed southward into the night for several minutes. His eyes narrowed 

as he stared into the gloom. There was something out there, some danger he 

could feel but was unable to see. Eventually the last of his rage and fear fled. He 
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was left weak and confused. With an effort he closed the window, certain to 

lock it against the night. There was nothing there, he knew that, but for the rest 

of the night he caught himself glancing into the dark. 

Deep within the maze like streets, a small group of revellers made their 

way from one tavern to the next, seeking more merry companions for the night. 

The wind blew past them. To a man they halted, each exchanging glances. One, 

a seasoned mercenary who had seen the horrors of war, recovered first. He took 

two more steps then halted, and scratched at his beard. Then, with a sudden loss 

of interest in celebration, he bade his companions good night and returned 

home. 

In the temple district all was silent. The clergy were asleep and the 

buildings were dark. All, that is, for one. A candle burned evenly, providing 

light for a hunched priest as he went about his task. His elevated years showed 

on his careworn face as he moved to dip his quill in the vial of ink. Through the 

window the strange wind came. It chilled him to the bone, and extinguished his 

candle. Suddenly afraid he listened. There, below all conscious comprehension, 

was an alien and distorted dissonance. Like a malignant sound, barely 

perceived. The priest shivered and glanced about his room. His hand clutched 

his holy symbol, and he called upon Eolis for protection. As fast as his aged 

body would take him, he crossed to the window and closed the shutters, hoping 

to block out the strange and disquieting night air. 

In that moment, it seemed as though all creation held its breath.  
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Then, with a slight sigh, the feeling died away and the night was calm 

once more. He quickly relit the candle to banish the shadows, and sat 

uncomfortably in his chair.  

Something was coming. He had seen enough in his life to be sure of that. 

With a quick prayer to his god he returned to his writing. Eolis, it seemed, 

desired that he never live out his days in peace. 


